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Let R be a Hilbertian domain and let K be its fraction field. Let
(x1 , ..., xn , y) be a quantifier free arithmetical formula over R. We may
also take (x1 , ..., xn , y) to be an arithmetical formula over K[x1 , ..., xn]
and write it as  ( y). In this paper we show that if R has enough non-
units and \x1 } } } \xn _y (x1 , ..., xn , y), called an \
n _ sentence, is true in
R, then _y  ( y) is true in K[x1 , ..., xn]. Also, if R=K[T], where K is an
infinite integral domain and
\x1 } } } \xn _y (x1 , ..., xn , y)
is true in R, then _y  ( y) is true in R[x1 , ..., xn]. These results are applied
to find the upper and lower bounds of the time complexities of various
decision problems on diophantine equations with parameters and
arithmetical sentences. Some of the results are: 1. The decision problem
of \_ sentences and diophantine equations with parameters over the ring
of integers of a global field are co-NP-complete. 2. The decision problem
of _\ sentences over the ring of integers of a global field is NP-complete.
3. Let K be an infinite domain, the time complexities of the decision
problems of equations with parameters and \_ sentences over the polyno-
mial ring K[t] are polynomial time reducible to factoring polynomials over
K. 4. The decision problem of \_ sentences over all algebraic integer rings
is in P. 5. The decision problem of \_ sentences over all integral domains
with characteristic 0 is in P. 6. The time complexity of the decision
problem of \_ sentences over all integral domains is polynomial time
reducible to factoring integers over Z and factoring polynomials over finite
fields. ] 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
For a polynomial f (x) # Z[x], if f (x) is the square of another polynomial then
for every a # Z, f (a) is the square of another integer. Is this obviously sufficient con-
dition also necessary? Jentzsch (1912) posed this question. Gro sch (1913) answered
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it positively. This problem, however, was asked (may it be extended to a higher
power) and solved by many other mathematicians, repeatedly (Kojima, 1915; Lova sz,
1969). Thus, for every f (x) in Z[x], \x _y f (x)& y2=0 is true in Z if and only if
there exists a g(x) # Z[x] such that f (x)=[ g(x)]2. Next, this problem was
extended as follows: What are the necessary (and sufficient) conditions that
\x1 } } } \xn _y1 } } } _ym f (x1 , ..., xn , y1 , ..., ym)=0
is true in an algebraic number field or an algebraic integer ring? This problem,
called diophantine equations with parameters (Schinzel, 1982a, 1982b), has been
studied by Kojima (1915) and Skolem (1912). Herein, we extend these results to
arithmetical sentences. More specifically, we give similar results for the sentences in
the form \x1 } } } \xn _y (x1 , ..., xn , y), where (x1 , ..., xn , y) is quantifier free, over
a certain algebraic structure R. The main tool is the celebrated Hilbert’s
irreducibility theorem.
Consider a field K and two sets x and y of variables. Let f1(x , y ), ..., fn(x , y ) be
polynomials in y with coefficients in K(x ). Assume these are irreducible in the ring
K(x )[ y ]. For g(x ) # K[x ] a nonzero polynomial, called the set of all r-tuples a # K r
such that g(a ){0, and f1(a , y ), ..., fn(a , y ) are irreducible in K[ y ], a Hilbert set of
K. The field K is Hilbertian if all its Hilbert sets are nonempty. Thus, a field is a
Hilbertian field if and only if Hilbert’s irreducibility theorem holds. A Hilbertian
ring is an integral domain R with fraction field K such that every Hilbert set of K
contains elements all of whose coordinates are in R (Lang, 1983). A ring has
enough nonunits if and only if for each nonconstant polynomial f (x) # R[x] there
exists a t # R; f (t) is not a unit of R (McKenna and Dries, 1990). In this paper, R
is called a Hilbertian domain if and only if it is a Hilbertian ring and has enough
nonunits. In a field, all nonzero elements are units. Thus, except for algebraically
closed fields, no other fields can have enough nonunits. An algebraically closed field
cannot be a Hilbertian field (Fried and Jarden, 1986). Therefore, every Hilbertian
domain is a proper domain, i.e. not a field. Hilbertian domains include the rings of
integers of global fields, in addition to many other polynomial rings. One necessary
condition for a Hilbertian domain is that it is infinite (Fried and Jarden, 1986).
One of the several applications of Hilbert’s irreducibility theorem involves design-
ing efficient algorithms for irreducibility testing and factorization of polynomials.
See, for example, Chistov (1986); von zur Gathen (1985); von zur Gathen and
Kaltofen (1985); Heintz and Sieveking (1981); Kaltofen (1985a, 1985b). Those
results are critical for the second part of this paper.
In the second part of this paper, we examine the computational complexity of
arithmetical sentences studied. From Go del’s incompleteness theorem, many arithmeti-
cal theories are proved to be undecidable. We may say that most theories we met
are undecidable. Such theories include the theories of natural numbers N, integers
Z, rational numbers Q, general groups, general rings, general integral domains, and
general fields. We do have some theories which are decidable, e.g. real numbers R,
complex numbers C, and finite fields. If we allow only addition or multiplication
then we also have the theories of Presburger arithmetic or Skolem arithmetic,
respectively. However, Stockmeyer (1977) showed implicitly that if 7 is a nontrivial
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logical theory, then 7 is hard for PSPACE. Therefore, even though the theory is
decidable, it is unlikely to have a computationally feasible algorithm, unless
P=PSPACE.
By restrictions on quantifier prefixes, we obtain formula classes which are easier
to decide. The computational complexities of the subclasses of Presburger arithmetic
or Skolem arithmetic have been frequently addressed (Fu rer, 1982; Gra del, 1989;
Reddy and Loveland, 1978; Scarpellini, 1984). In the area of undecidable theories
the situation is quite different. For diophantine equations in one unknown, there
are algorithms to decide solvability. However, for diophantine equations in two
unknowns, it is extremely difficult. Alan Baker and his colleagues gave algorithms
to decide the solvability of many special cases with very high complexities (Sprindzhuk,
1980). Nevertheless, the problem in general still remains open. On the other hand,
Manders and Adleman (1978) proved that the decision problems for some trivially
decidable cases of diophantine equations in two unknowns are NP-complete.
Jones (1981) proved that the solvability over N of equations with a single
parameter is decidable. Following from the undecidability of Hilbert’s Tenth
Problem over N the decision problem of diophantine equations with parameters, i.e.
equations with multiparameters, over N is undecidable (Tung, 1985). Also, the
decidability of the solvability of diophantine equations with parameters over Q
implies the decidability of Hilbert’s Tenth Problem over Q (Tung, 1985), which
still remains an important open problem. However, the solvability of diophantine
equations with parameters over Z and the rings of algebraic integers of algebraic
number fields were shown to be decidable (Tung, 1985). Later, these decidable
problems were proved to be co-NP-complete (Tung 1987b, 1991a). Those results
are proved by applying Schinzel’s results on diophantine equations with parameters
over algebraic number fields (Schinzel, 1982b). In this paper, by applying Hilbert’s
irreducibility theorem, we extend our study on diophantine equations with param-
eters and arithmetical sentences to much more general Hilbertian domains. We
show that those decision problems over the ring of integers of a global field are
co-NP-complete. Meanwhile, over many other polynomial rings those decision
problems are in P.
A second aspect of this study addresses the problem of \_ sentences. An arithmetical
sentence  is called an \_ sentence if  is logically equivalent to a sentence of the
form \x _y ,(x, y), where ,(x, y) is a quantifier-free formula. Herein, there are only
a single universal quantifier and a single existential quantifier. For instance,
\x _y (x{0 O x } y=1),
saying that every nonzero element has a multiplicative inverse and is an \_
sentence. This sentence distinguishes fields from integral domains and also causes a
difference in the computational complexity of the theories regarding if P{NP.
While the decision problem of \_ sentences over Z is co-NP-complete, the decision
problem of \_ sentences over Q is in P (Tung, 1995a). In this work, we prove that
the decision problem of \_ sentences over the ring of integers of a global field is
co-NP-complete. Finally, in addressing the decision problems of \_ sentences over
various classes of integral domains, we prove that the computational complexity of
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the decision problem of \_ sentences over general integral domains is polynomial
time reducible to factoring integers over Z and factoring polynomials over finite
fields: two of the best known problems in computer algebra.
This work provides quite complete answers to nearly all the known decidable
cases over integral domains. For some cases, their decidabilities were previously
unknown. Since this paper is rather long, we give the Table 1 to list the computa-
tional complexity results obtained in this paper. For example, the third row of the
table means that the decision problem of diophantine equations with parameters
over K[T] with K an infinite domain is polynomial time reducible to factoring
polynomials over K.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The notations and preliminaries are
listed in Section 2. In Section 3, Hilbert’s irreducibility theorem is used to give a
necessary condition for an \n _ sentence to be true in a Hilbertian domain. Similar
but stronger results for \n _ sentences in a polynomial ring are proved in Section 4.
Section 5 provides basic algorithms. Section 6 presents the main algorithms. Section
7 analyzes the time complexities of the decision problems over various Hilbertian
domains. Section 8 addresses the decision problems over certain classes of rings. The
final section examines the decision problem of \_ sentences over all integral domains.
An accompanying paper discusses the associated problems over fields (Tung, 1998). In
TABLE 1
Sentence Algebraic structure Time complexity
Diophantine equations Ring of integers of a global field Co-NP-complete
with parameters
Diophantine equations K[T] : K an infinite domain Factoring polynomials over K
with parameters
\_ sentences Ring of integers of a global field Co-NP-complete
_\ sentences Ring of integers of a global field NP-complete
\_ sentences K[T] : K an infinite domain Factoring polynomials over K
_\ sentences K[T] : K an infinite domain Factoring polynomials over K
\_ sentences All algebraic integer rings P
\_ sentences All cyclic (radical) integer rings P
\_ sentences All integral domains with P
Characteristic 0
\_ sentences All integral domains with Factoring polynomials over Zp
Characteristic p
\_ sentences All integral domains Factoring integers and factoring
Polynomials over finite fields
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that paper, the results on computational complexity of \_ sentences are quite dif-
ferent from what is presented herein.
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
The basic algebraic structures are the prime fields Q, Zp , and finite extensions
(algebraic or transcendental) of these. A field K is called a global field if K is either
a finite algebraic extension of Q (i.e., K is a number field ) or K is a finite separable
extension of F(t), where F is a finite field and t is indeterminate (Fried and Jarden,
1986). Let K be a field containing an integral domain R. An element : in the field K
is said to be integral over R if it satisfies an equation of the form xn+an&1xn&1
+ } } } +a0=0 with an&1 , ..., a0 # R. An element : in a number field K is said to be
integral if it is integral over Z. An element : in a function field K over a finite field
F is said to be integral if it is integral over F[t]. We denote by I an integer ring (or
algebraic integer ring), i.e. the ring of all integral elements of a global field (or a num-
ber field). Let |1 , ..., |n # I be such that I=R|1  } } } R|n (direct sum of R
modules), where R=Z for a number field and R=F[t] for a function field, then
|1 , ..., |n is an integral basis of I. Global fields and their integer rings are presented
rings, namely (Fried and Jarden, 1986). The elements of these rings can be given
explicitly and the algebraic operations of addition and multiplication can be performed
rapidly, i.e. in polynomial time. As is well known, for all global fields K there also
are algorithms for factoring polynomials over K (Fried and Jarden, 1986).
In this paper, we need to present the data structures for sets and basic algorithms
for manipulating the elements of algebraic and transcendental extensions of the
basic fields. Data structures for sets are described in more detail in Tung (1995).
Algebraic and transcendental elements are presented as follows (Grigoriev, 1986):
Let Fpm be a finite field with pm elements where p is the characteristic of Fpm . The
bit length of the description of elements of the field Fpm does not exceed m log2 p.
Let K=H(T1 , ..., Tl)[:], where either H=Q or H=Fpm , the elements T1 , ..., T l are
algebraically independent over H, the element : is separable and algebraic over
H(T1 , ...Tl), and by
%= :
0i<degz (%)
(% (1)i %
(2)) Zi # H(T1 , ..., Tl)[Z],
we denote its minimal polynomial over H(Ti , ..., Tl ) with leading coefficient
lcZ(%)=1, where % (1)i , %
(2) # H[T1 , ..., Tl] and deg(%(2)) is the smallest possible. Any
element f # K[X0 , ..., Xn] can be uniquely represented in the form
f = :
0i<degZ (%); i0 , ..., in
(a i, i0 , ..., in b) :
iX i0
0
} } } X inn ,
where ai, i0 , ..., in , b # H[T1 , ..., Tl] and the deg(b) is as small as possible. Whereas the
polynomials ai, i0 , ..., in , b are uniquely defined up to a factor from the algebraic
closure of H, we let
degTj ( f )=maxi, i0 , ..., in [degTj (ai, i0 , ..., in ), degTj (b)].
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By the length of description l(h), for h # Q it is its bitwise length, and for h # Fp m it
is the quantity m log2 p. However, the time complexity of algorithms over a field
with characteristic p is measured in p instead of log p. Although with much effort,
finding algorithms for factoring polynomials with time complexity polynomial in
log p is unknown, how to factor polynomials in various integral domains is essen-
tial to the results of this paper.
Let R be a ring. The abbreviated vector notation (x1 , ..., xn)=x is used and
written as x # Rn. Hence, f (x1 , ..., xn , t1 , ..., tm) will be written as f (x , t ) if it does not
cause ambiguity. When written as x, it always implies x # R. An arithmetical
sentence over R is a sentence constructed from the logical connectives 7 , 6 , c,
O ,  ; quantifiers \, _; the mathematical symbols +, } , =; variables, and
constants over R. For every f (x , y ) in R[x , y ], f (x , y )= f ( y ) can be viewed as a
polynomial over R[x ]. Similarly, let (x , y ) be a quantifier-free formula over R
with variables x and y ; (x , y ) can be viewed as a formula over R[x ] and written
as  ( y ).
The notations on computational complexity of this paper are standard (Garey
and Johnson, 1979). In measuring the computational complexity of the sentences,
the polynomials are input in a dense form. That is, for the polynomial f (x, y), if
f (x, y) contains the monomial axmyn with a{0 and the monomial bxiy j with im,
jn, then b must be included in the input, even if b=0. For polynomials input in
dense form, we have polynomial time algorithms (Chistov, 1986; Landau, 1985;
Lenstra, 1987).
When a decision problem is posed over a certain algebraic structure, e.g., the
decision problem of \_ sentences over Zp , then the input length of the problem is
the arithmetical formula’s input length. Here, p is taken as a fixed number. Polyno-
mial time algorithms for factoring polynomials over Zp are obtained in (Chistov,
1986; Grigoriev, 1986) (see also Lenstra, 1985). The final section of this paper
examines the decision problem of \_ sentences over all integral domains. It is
needed to factor polynomials over various finite fields. Since these finite fields can-
not be known in advance, the characteristic p of these fields cannot be taken to be
a fixed number. Moreover, at the end of this paper it will be seen that log p, instead
of p, is a more suitable parameter in measuring the computational complexity of
factoring polynomials over Zp . We then no longer claim that there is a polynomial
time algorithm factoring polynomials over finite fields.
3. ARITHMETICAL SENTENCES
In this section, we study the arithmetical sentences over a Hilbertian domain R.
We first write down a well-known fact in the following lemma. This lemma extends
the result stated in (Fried and Jarden, 1986, p. 149). However, with the properties
of Hilbert sets, this lemma can be obtained with the same proof as that in (Schinzel,
1982b, Theorem 34). Therefore, the proof is omitted.
Lemma 3.1. Let R be a Hilbertian domain with its fraction field K, and f (x , y),
g(x )0 are polynomials over K. If for every a # Rn with g(a ){0, there exists an
element b # K with f (a , b)=0, then there exists an r(x ) # K(x ) such that f (x , r(x ))#0.
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Now, we prove another lemma, which generalizes a lemma of (Schinzel, 1982b,
p. 195) and Lemma 3.2 of (McKenna and Dries, 1990). Because this lemma is
essential for all that follows, for the sake of completeness we write down the
complete proof.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that integral domain R has enough nonunits and R is not an
algebraically closed field. Let fi (x ) # R[x ], gi (x ) # R[x ]&R be relatively prime
polynomials over R for each 1im. Then there exist a # Rn and b # R such that for
any : # a +b } Rn, gi (: ) is not a factor of f i (: ) in R for each i, hence fi (: )gi (: )  R
for each i.
Proof. We prove by induction on the number m of polynomials. Assume that
f (x ), g(x ) are relatively prime over R[x ], g(x )  R, and x =(x1 , ..., xn). After
relabeling, we can assume that the degree of x1 of g(x ) is greater than zero. We then
have A(x ), B(x ) # R[x ] such that
A(x ) } f (x )+B(x ) } g(x )=r(x2 , ..., xn)0,
where r(x2 , ..., xn) is the resultant of f (x ), g(x ) with respect to x1 . Since every finite
integral domain is a field, it cannot have enough nonunits, R is infinite. There exist
a2 , ..., an in R such that r(a2 , ..., an){0 and the leading coefficient of g(x1 , a2 , ..., an)
is nonzero. By Lemma 2.2 of (McKenna and Dries, 1990), there exists an a1 # R
such that g(a1 , a2 , ..., an){0 is not a factor of r(a2 , ..., an). Now, let a =(a1 , a2 , ..., an)
and b= g(a ). If : =(:1 , ..., :n) # a +b } Rn then
r(a2 , ..., an)#r(:2 , ..., :n) (mod b)
#A(: ) } f (: )+B(: ) } g(: ) (mod b)
#A(: ) } f (: )+B(: ) } g(a ) (mod b)
#A(: ) } f (: ) (mod b).
Since b is not a factor of r(a2 , ..., an), b is not a factor of f (: ). This implies that g(: )
is not a factor of f (: ) in R and completes the proof of the case of m=1.
Suppose the lemma is proved for the case of m&1 and consider the case m. From
induction hypothesis, there exist a # Rn and b # R such that if : # a +b } Rn then for
all im&1, gi (: ) is not a factor of fi (: ). Let Fm(x )= fm(a +b } x ) and Gm(x )=
gm(a +b } x ), then Fm(x ), Gm(x ) are relatively prime by Gauss’ lemma. By the case
of m=1, there exist c # Rn and d # R such that if : # c +d } Rn then Gm(: ) is not a
factor of Fm(: ) over R. Now, the elements a +b } c # Rn and b } d # R have the
properties that if ; # a +b } c +b } d } Rn=a +b } (c +d } Rn) then gi (;) is not the
factor of fi (;) for each 1im. Q.E.D.
With these two lemmas, a result of what may be called the equations with param-
eters (Schinzel, 1982a) over a Hilbertian domain is proved below. When comparing
with the result stated in (Schinzel, 1982b), here, the necessary and sufficient condi-
tions are given.
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Theorem 3.3. Let R be a Hilbertian domain with its fraction field K, and f (x , y),
g(x )0 be polynomials over K. For every a # Rn with g(a ){0 there exists an element
b # R with f (a , b)=0 if and only if for every a # Rn there exists a linear factor
y&F(x ) of f (x , y) with F(x ) # K[x ] such that F(a ) # R.
Proof. If y&F(x ) is a factor of f (x , y), then f (x , F(x ))#0. For every a # Rn let
b=F(a ) # R where f (x , F(x ))#0, then f (a , b)=0. This finishes the proof of the
easy direction.
Now, we give the proof of the other direction. We factor f (x , y) over K[x ], and
write
f (x , y)=F(x ) ‘
t
i=1
Fi (x , y),
where the degree in y of Fi (x , y) is equal to one if ist, and greater than one,
if i>s. For is let Gi (x ) # K(x ) be the rational function satisfying F i (x , Gi (x ))#0.
If for all is, Gi (x )  K[x ], then there are a # Rn and b # R such that for any
: # a +b } Rn, Gi (: )  R by Lemma 3.2. From Gauss’ lemma, Fi (b } x +a , y) are still
irreducible polynomials over K[x ] for s<it and g(b } x +a ) } F(b } x +a )0.
(For this, b may need to be substituted with a multiple of b.) From Lemma 3.1,
there exists d # Rn such that g(b } d +a ) } F(b } d +a ){0, > ts+1 Fi (b } d +a , y){0
for every y # K. Then the element b } d +a has the properties that g(b } d +a ){0 and
f (b } d +a , y){0 for all y in R. This contradicts the above assumption. Therefore,
there exists an i such that Gi (x ) # K[x ].
Now, the polynomial f (x , y) is rewritten in the form
f (x , y)= f0(x , y) ‘
s
i=1
( y&Gi (x )),
where Gi (x ) # K[x ] and f0(x , y) has no factors of the form y&G(x ) with
G(x ) # K[x ]. Notably, it has been proved that s1. That is, f (x , y) has at least one
factor of the form y&G(x ). Let ai # R such that a i } Gi (x ) # R[x ] and a=>si=1 ai .
Suppose that there is a b # Rn such that Gi (b )  R for every i, 1is. Let
t # b +a } Rn ; then for every i,
ai } Gi (t )#ai } Gi (b )0 (mod ai).
Thus, Gi (t )  R for every t # b +a } Rn. The polynomial f0(b +a } x , y) has no factors
of the form y&G(x ) over K[x ] by Gauss’ lemma. From the above proof, there
exists : # Rn such that g(b +a } : ){0 and f0(b +a } : , y){0 for every y in R. Then,
g(b +a } : ){0 and f (b +a } : , y){0 for every y in R. This is a contradiction. There-
fore, for every a # Rn, there exists an i such that Gi (a ) # R. Q.E.D.
Remark 1. The assumption that a Hilbertian domain has enough nonunits is
necessary. Suppose that R does not have enough nonunits. Let f (x) # R[x]&R
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such that f (a) is a unit for every a # R. Then, \x _y f (x) y&1=0 is true in R;
however, f (x) y&1 cannot have a factor in the form y& g(x) for an g(x) # K[x].
Remark 2. With Theorem 3.3, the result mentioned at the beginning of this
paper can be easily obtained by various methods. That is, let f (x) # Z[x], if for
every a # Z there is b # Z such that f (a)=bm, then there is g(x) # Z[x] and
f (x)=(g(x))m. One way is using the fact that ym& f (x ) is unimodular over Z as
it is proved in (Schinzel, 1982b). Another way is to use the fact that ym& f (x ) is
monic in y, and Z[x ] is integrally closed in Q(x ). Therefore, if f (x ) is a polynomial
over Z and for every a # Zn, f (a )= ym for a y # Z, then there is a polynomial g(x )
over Q, hence over Z, such that f (x )=[ g(x )]m.
Remark 3. Results obtained from Theorem 3.3 can be stated in terms of Skolem
functions. Given an arithmetical sentence \x _y,(x, y) true in a model M. We use
|M| to denote the underlying set of M. Then for every a # |M| there is at least one
b # |M| such that ,(a, b) is true in M. A function f on |M| is thus obtained by
choosing one such b for each a and taking G(a)=b. Such a function is called a
Skolem function for the formula \x _y,(x, y) in the structure M (Chang and
Keisler, 1977; Skolem, 1920). Let R be a Hilbertian domain with its fraction field
K and f (x , y) be a polynomial over R. If \x _y f (x , y)=0 is true in R, then there
exist g1(x ), ..., gn(x ) # K[x ] and a i # Rn, b i # R for 1in such that the Skolem
function G(x ) of \x _y f (x , y)=0 can be presented as
g1(x ) if x #a 1 (mod b1)
G(x )={bgn(x ) if x #a n (mod bn),
where gi (x ) # R if x #a i (mod bi).
Next, the above results are extended to arithmetical sentences.
Theorem 3.4. Let R be a Hilbertian domain with its fraction fields K, and let
(x , y) be a quantifier-free formula over R. If \x _y (x , y) is true in R, then for
every a in Rn there exists an f (x ) in K[x ] such that  ( f (x )) is true in K[x ] and
f (a ) # R.
Proof. The formula ,(x , y) can be transformed to a logically equivalent disjunctive
normal form (x , y) (Enderton, 1972). Thus, \x _y ,(x , y) is true if and only if
\x _y (x , y) is true. Also, for any y in K[x ], , ( y) is true if and only if  ( y) is true.
Thus, without loss of generality, we may assume that ,(x , y) is in disjunctive normal
form, i.e., ,=,1 6 } } } 6 ,s and
,i (x , y)=_
mi
j=1
f i, j (x , y)=0 7 
ni
k=1
gi, k(x , y){0& ,
where fi, j (x , y), gi, k(x , y) are polynomials over R. If gi, k(x , y)#0 for certain i and
k, then the formula ,i may be omitted from ,. If fi, j (x , y)#0 for certain i and j,
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then the term fi, j (x , y)=0 may be omitted from the formula ,i . If there is an i such
that fi, j (x , y)#0 for every 1 jmi , let F(x ) be any polynomial in R[x ] such
that y&F(x ) is not a factor of any gi, k(x , y) for 1kni , then , (F(x )) is true by
the factor theorem and F(a ) # R for every a in Rn. Thus, it may be assumed that
none of the polynomials fi, j (x , y) and gi, k(x , y) are identically equal to zero. Also,
if for some i, j, and k, the polynomials fi, j (x , y) and gi, k(x , y) have common
factors; the common factors may then be omitted from the polynomial fi, j (x , y)
and a new formula %(x , y) is obtained. However, \x _y ,(x , y) is true in R if and
only if \x _y %(x , y) is true in R. Also, in K[x ] the sentence _y , ( y) is true if and
only if _y % ( y) is true. Hence, it may be assumed further that for every i, j and k
the polynomials fi, j (x , y) and gi, k(x , y) are relatively prime.
Suppose that \x _y ,(x , y) is true in R. It follows that \x _y si=1 f i, 1(x , y)=0
is true in R. Hence, \x _y >si=1 f i, 1(x , y)=0 is true in R. By Theorem 3.3 there is
a polynomial F1(x ) over K such that y&F1(x ) is a factor of the polynomial
>si=1 f i, 1(x , y). The polynomial y&F1(x ) must be a factor of the polynomial
fl, 1(x , y) for an ls. Now, suppose that y&F1(x ) is not a factor of one of the
polynomials fl, j (x , y) for 1 jml . By Gauss’ lemma and the factor theorem,
fl, j (x , F1(x ))0. Now, let
f i, 1(x , y)={ f i, 1(x , y)f l, 1(x , y)( y&F(x )),
if i{l,
if i=l.
From the assumption, for every a # Rn that fl, j (a , F1(a )){0, there exists an element
b in R such that >si=1 f (a , b)=0. By Theorem 3.3 again, there is a factor y&F2(x )
of >si=1 f i, 1(x , y). Suppose that , (F2(x )) is still false in K[x ], i.e., y&F2(x ) is a
factor of fr, 1(x , y) for an r but y&F2(x ) is not a factor of fr, j (x , y) for some jmr .
We may divide the polynomial >si=1 f i, 1(x , y) by y&F2(x ), as above, and find still
another factor y&F3(x ). Since the degree in y of the polynomial >si=1 fi, 1(x , y) is
finite, there must exist an f (x ) in K[x ] such that , ( f (x )) is true.
Let S=[Ht(x ) # K[x ], 1tr], r1, be the set of all the polynomials that
, (Ht(x )) is true. Assume that there exists an element b # Rn such that Ht(b )  R
for every 1tr. Let at # R such that at } Ht(x ) # R[x ] and a=> ti=1 ai . Let
d # b +a } Rn, then for every tr,
a } Ht(d )#a } Ht(b )0 (mod a i).
Thus, Ht(d )  R for every d # b +a } Rn. For each Ht(x ) # S, there is an i such that
,i (x , Ht(x )) is true, i.e.,

mi
j=1
fi, j (x , Ht(x ))#0 7 
ni
k=1
gi, k(x , Ht(x ))0.
Then, let
Fi, 1(x , y)= fi, 1(x , y)<_ ‘
1tr
( y&Ht(x ))dt&
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for suitable dt0, such that Fi, 1(x , y) # R[x , y] and Fi, 1(x , y) has no factor
y&Ht(x ) for all Ht(x ) # S. Let (x , y)=1(x , y) 6 } } } 6 s(x , y) and
i (x , y)=_F i, 1(a } x +b , y)=0 7 
mi
j=2
fi, j (a } x +b , y)=0
7 
ni
k=1
gi, k(a } x +b , y){0& .
By Gauss’ lemma, _y  ( y) is not true in K[x ]; i.e., there is no polynomial
h(x ) # K[x ] such that
Fi, 1(a } x +b , h(x ))#07 
mi
j=2
fi, j (a } x +b , h(x ))#0 7 
ni
k=1
gi, k(a } x +b , h(x ))0.
Thus, there exists an : # Rn such that _y (: , y) is not true in R by what was
proved previously. Then _y ,(a } : +b , y) is false in R. This is a contradiction.
Therefore, for every a # R there exists an Ht(x ), 1tr, such that Ht(a ) # R. This
completes the proof of the theorem. Q.E.D.
Over classical Hilbertian fields, we know more about Hilbert sets such as (Fried
and Jarden, 1986, Theorem 12.7 and Theorem 12.9), thereby allowing for stronger
results to be obtained. The case of the ring of algebraic integers of an algebraic
number field is demonstrated in the following corollary.
Corollary 3.5. Let OK be the ring of integers of an algebraic number field K,
and ,(x , y) be a quantifier free formula over OK . For any nonzero ideals A1 , ..., An
and elements a1 , ..., an in OK there exist integers : # ai +Ai , 1in, and a ; # OK
such that ,(:1 , ..., :n , ;) is true if and only if for every a # (OK)n there exists an
f (x ) # K[x ] such that , ( f (x )) is true in K[x ] and f (a ) # OK .
Proof. For each Hilbert subset H of K, there exists a nonzero ideal A and an
element a of Ok such that a+AH (Fried and Jarden, 1986). With the same proof
as in Theorem 3.4, even under weaker assumptions, the same conclusion can be
obtained. That is, if for any nonzero ideals A1 , ..., An and elements a1 , ..., an in Ok
there exist integers : # ai +Ai , 1in, and a ; # Ok such that ,(:1 , ..., :n , ;) is
true, then for every a # (Ok)n there exists an f (x ) # K[x ] such that , ( f (x )) is true
in K[x ] and f (a ) # Ok .
Now, we prove the other direction. Without loss of generality, it may be assumed
that ,(x , y) is in disjunctive normal form, i.e., ,=,1 6 } } } 6 ,s and
,i (x , y)= 
mi
j=1
f i, j (x , y)=0 7 
ni
k=1
gi, k(x , y){0.
Let f (x ) # K[x ] such that , ( f (x )) is true in K[x ], then there exists an i such that

mi
j=1
f i, j (x , f (x ))#0 7 
ni
k=1
gi, k(x , f (x ))0.
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Therefore, for a # (Ok)n and f (a ) # Ok , ,i (a , f (a )) is true if nik=1 gi, k(a , f (a )){0.
Let Gf (x )=>nik=1 gi, k(x , f (x )). Hence, ,i (a , f (a )) is true if Gf (a ){0. For each
positive integer m, there is a polynomial pm # Z[x1 , ..., xm] such that for c1 , ..., cm
in K, p(c1 , ..., cm)=0 if and only if c1= } } } =cm=0 (Tung, 1987a). Let f i (x ),
1is, be polynomials in K[x ] that , ( f i (x )) is true, and let G(x )=
ps(Gf1 (x ), ..., Gfs (x )). It is obtained that for a # (Ok)
n if G(a ){0, then ,(a , b) is true
for a b # R. For arbitrary nonzero ideals A1 , ..., An and elements a1 , ..., an in R there
exist bi # ai +Ai , 1in, such that G(b1 , ..., bn){0. This completes the proof. K
Remark. Although Theorem 3.4 is similar to Theorem 3.3, we no longer have
the necessary and sufficient conditions for \n _ sentences (where n denotes the
number of universal quantifiers) to be true. Theorem 3.4 may also be stated in
terms of Skolem functions. However, we must allow an exceptional set. More
precisely, let R be a Hilbertian domain with its fraction field K and let ,(x , y) be
a quantifier-free formula over R. If \x _y ,(x , y) is true in R then there exist G(x ),
g1(x ), ..., gn(x ) # K[x ] and a i # Rn, bi # R for 1in such that the Skolem func-
tion f (x ) of the sentence \x _y ,(x , y) for all x with G(x ){0 can be presented as
g1(x ), if x #a 1 (mod b1),
f (x )={ bgn(x ), if x #a n (mod bn),
where gi (x ) # R if x #a i (mod bi).
This exceptional set [x # Rn : G(x )=0], which is given in the proof of Corollary 3.5,
accounts for why the decision problem of \n _ sentences for sufficiently large n is
undecidable. Over Z, this n can be 27 (Tung, 1985). Given an arbitrary polynomial
f (x1 , ..., xn) # Z[x1 , ..., xn], Hilbert’s Tenth Problem asks whether there is an algo-
rithm to decide _x1 } } } _xn f (x1 , ..., xn)=0 is true in Z or not. This is equivalent to
asking whether or not there is an algorithm to decide \x1 } } } \xn f (x1 , ..., xn){0.
The negative answer to Hilbert’s Tenth Problem informs us that the decision
problem of such sentences, a special form of \n _ sentences, is undecidable. However,
the decision problem of diophantine equations with parameters, i.e. sentences of the
form
\x1 } } } \xn _y f (x1 , ..., xn , y)=0,
over Z is decidable and this decision problem is co-NP-complete (Tung, 1987b).
4. OVER POLYNOMIAL RINGS
In this section, the results proved in the previous section are applied to polyno-
mial rings. For any set A, the number of elements of A is denoted as |A| in this
section. Let F be an integral domain and let F[T] be a polynomial ring over F with
indeterminate T. It will be shown that if F is sufficiently large with respect to
,(x , y), then the Skolem function of the sentence \x _y ,(x , y) over F[T] for
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nearly all of x in (F[T])n (except an algebraic set) can be presented as a polyno-
mial over F[T], instead of the fraction field of F[T]. How large is sufficiently large
with respect to an arithmetical formula will be made precise by Definitions 4.1 and
4.2 below. Every infinite integral domain is ‘‘sufficiently large.’’ For our later use a
precise definition of the sufficient largeness of an integral domain is given. The size
of a formula is first defined.
Definition 4.1. Let (x ) be a quantifier free formula consisting of equations
fi (x )=0 for 1im. Let di, j be the degree in xj of the polynomial f i (x ), ||, the
size of (x ), equals Maxj (mi=1 d i, j ).
Definition 4.2. An integral domain F is sufficiently large for an arithmetical
formula (x ) if the number of elements of F is greater than ||, the size of (x ).
A required property of a sufficiently large integral domain is given below.
Lemma 4.1. Let F be an integral domain and let gi (x ) for 1im be polyno-
mials with coefficients in F(T)&F[T]. Let di, j be the degree in xj of the polynomial
gi (x ). If for every j, mi=1 di, j<|F |, then there exists an a # (F[T])
n such that
gi (a )  F[T] for every im.
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the number n of the variables of
polynomials gi (x ) and start from the case n=1. Let gi (x)=Gi (x)ai  F[T][x],
where Gi (x) # F[T][x], ai # F[T], and the content of Gi (x); i.e., the greatest
common divisor (GCD) of the coefficients of Gi (x) is relatively prime to ai for
every 1im. For each i, let bi be an irreducible factor of ai in F[T]. Note that
the degree of bi , deg(bi), is at most equal to the degree of ai . Also, Gi (:)#0
(mod ai) implies that Gi (:)#0 (mod bi) for every : # F[T]. The number of
elements : in F[T] such that Gi (:)#0 (mod ai) is no greater than the number of
elements ; in F[T] such that Gi (;)#0 (mod bi). Since bi is irreducible, the
quotient ring F[T](bi) is an integral domain. Thus, the number of the solutions
of Gi (x)=0 in F[T](bi) is less than or equal to di , the degree of Gi (x).
Assume that deg(ai)1 for every i; hence, it may be assumed that deg(b i)1,
then |F[T](bi)|=|F |deg(bi ). Thus, the density of the solutions of Gi (x)#0 (mod bi)
in F[T] is no greater than di ( |F |deg(bi )) which is less than or equal to d i |F |. Since
mi=1 di<|F |, there exists an element a # F[T] such that gi (a)=Gi (a)b i  F[T].
Then, gi (a)=Gi (a)ai  F[T] for every i, 1im. The above arguments are easily
seen to be valid for the case that |F | is infinite.
Now, assume that for some ai , deg(ai) is equal to zero, i.e. ai # F. Because of
gi (x)  F[T][x], F is not a field. Hence, F is an infinite integral domain. Without
loss of generality, it may be assumed that deg(ai) =0 for 1i j and deg(ai)1
for j+1im. Now, let d be an integer greater than the degree of Gi (x) for every
i j. We can find an : # F such that Gi ((T+:)d)0 (mod ai) in F[T] for every
i, j+1im, because F is infinite. It is needed to show that gi ((T+:)d)  F[T]
for 1i j. Let gi (x)=sp=0 bp } x
p and let r be the largest number of 0rp
such that br  F, i.e., if bk  F then kr. Now, it is easy to see that br } (T+:)d } r
 F[T]; hence, gi ((T+:)d)  F[T]. Thus, the case n=1 is proved.
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Assume that n=k is true. Let gi (x ), 1im, be polynomials over F(T ) with
k+1 variables. For every i, let
gi (x )= :
ti
p=0
gi, p(x1 , ..., xk) x pk+1 ,
where gi, p # F(T )[x1 , ..., xk] and there is a piti , gi, pi  F[T][x1 , ..., xk]. By
induction hypothesis, there exists : # (F[T])k such that g i, pi (: ) are not elements of
F[T] for all 1im. Thus,  tip=0 gi, p(: ) x
p
k+1 are not polynomials over F[T] for
all 1im. Then, by the case n=1, there is ; # F[T] such that  tip=0 gi, p(: ) ;
p,
1im, are not elements of F[T]. Let : =(a1 , ..., ak); then gi (a1 , ..., ak , ;)  F[T]
for each i. This completes the proof. Q.E.D.
The size bound for the integral domain F in Lemma 4.1 is sharp. Let Fp be the
finite field with elements [0, 1, ..., p&1] and let gi (x)=(x&i)T for i # [0, 1, ..., p&1],
which is in F(T )[x] but not in F[T][x]. As easily observed, for every element
h(T ) # F[T], there is an i such that gi (h(T))=(h(T )&i)T is in F[T]. Thus,
Lemma 4.1 fails. Also, let f (x, y)=> p&1i=0 (T } y&x+i). Then, \x _y f (x, y)=0 is
true in F[T] but f (x, g(x))#0 is not true for any polynomial g(x) over F[T].
However, if F is sufficiently large, this will not occur.
Theorem 4.2. Let R be an integral domain, let (x , y) be a quantifier-free
formula over R[T], and let R be sufficiently large for the formula (x , y). If
\x _y (x , y) is true in R[T], then _y  ( y) is true in R[T][x ].
Proof. It does no matter whether R is finite or not, R[T] is a Hilbertian
domain (Fried and Jarden, 1986, Theorem 12.7 and Theorem 12.9). Notice that for
every integral domain R, the fraction field of R[T] is R(T). Let S=[ f1(x ), ..., fn(x )]
be the set of elements in R(T)[x ] such that f (x ) # S if and only if  ( f (x )) is true.
From Theorem 3.4, for every a in Rn there is an i, 1in, such that f i (a ) # R[T].
Suppose that for each 1in, f i (x ) # (R(T)[x ]&R[T][x ]). However, from
Lemma 4.1 there exists an element b # (R[T])n such that f i (b ) is not in R[T] for
every 1in. This contradiction implies that there must be an i, 1in, such
that fi (x ) # R[T][x ]. Therefore, _y ( y) is true in R[T][x ]. Q.E.D.
Remark 1. Notably, in this case, there is an f (x ) # R[T][x ] such that  ( f (x ))
is true. Then, for every a # (R[T])n, f (a ) # R[T]. In Theorem 3.4, we have only
that f (x ) is in R(T )[x ], instead of f (x ) # R[T][x ], such that  ( f (x )) is true.
Hence, a check must be made as to whether for every a in (R[T])n there is an f (x )
satisfying the condition and f (a ) # R[T]. This will make a difference in the com-
putational complexities of decision problems. In Section 7, applying Theorem 3.4
some decision problems are shown to be NP-complete. Whereas, Theorem 4.2 is
employed to show some decision problems being in P.
Remark 2. One easy consequence of this theorem is the following: if R is an
infinite domain and \x _y (x , y) is true in R[T], then _y  ( y) is true in R[T][x ].
Every polynomial ring F[t1 , ..., tn] over F is isomorphic to F[t1 , ..., tn&1][tn] and
F[t1 , ..., tn&1] is infinite. The truth of arithmetical sentences is preserved by
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isomorphism (Chang and Keisler, 1977). Therefore, for any polynomial ring R with
multivariables if \x _y (x , y) is true in R then _y  ( y) is true in R[x ].
With a similar proof, we can have an elegant necessary and sufficient condition
for equations with parameters over R[T]. Note that if g(x ) # R[T][x ], then for
every a # (R[T])n, g(a ) # R[T].
Corollary 4.3. Let R be an integral domain, let f (x , y) be a polynomial over
R[T], and let R be sufficiently large for the formula f (x , y). Then \x _y f (x , y)=0
is true in R[T] if and only if _y f ( y)=0 is true in R[T][x ].
5. BASIC ALGORITHMS
In the later sections of this paper, we apply results obtained in the previous
sections to solve various computational complexity problems regarding arithmetical
sentences. We use lists to represent sets (Aho et al., 1974). Every set is either finite
or the complement of a finite set. The complement of a finite set is called a cofinite
set. Also, the complement of a set A will be denoted by cA. More information
regarding the data structure used in this paper can be found in (Tung, 1995). The
algorithm Logic given in (Tung, 1995a) is important for this study. All the main
algorithms in this paper contain Logic as a subroutine. We give a basic property
of this algorithm.
Proposition 5.1. Let  and , be two logically equivalent propositional sentences
and let S and T be their parse trees, respectively. If, for each propositional variable
v in S and T, all the occurrences of v are substituted with the same set, then the
outputs of Logic on S and T, respectively, are the same.
Now, we demonstrate that some basic operations and decision problems over the
ring I of integers of a global field K can be performed in polynomial time. Here, if
K#Q[x]f (x), then the time complexity is measured in terms of the input length
of f (x). If K#F(t)[x]f (x), where F is a finite field with pn elements, then the time
complexity is measured in the parameters p, n, and the input length of f (x). The
above results are needed in the following sections. To each algorithm a name is
assigned. Similar algorithms over number fields are designed in (Tung, 1991b).
Lemma 5.2 (Integer). Let K be a global field and let ; be a number of K. There
is a polynomial time algorithm to decide whether ; is an integer of K.
Proof. The case of a number field is shown in (Tung, 1991b). Here, the case of
a function field is shown. Over a function field with characteristic p, the integral
basis |1 , ..., |n can be found within a time polynomial, even in log p (Chistov,
1990). The transformation matrix for changing the basis to the integral basis can be
obtained. Multiplying the transformation matrix and the coordinate vector of ;,
then ; is an integer if and only if the coordinate vector of ; over the integral basis
is in (F[t])n. Q.E.D.
Lemma 5.3 (Divisibility). Let :, ; be two integers of a global field K. There is a
polynomial time algorithm to decide whether : is divisible by ; in I, the ring of
integers of K.
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Proof. Let #=:; be an element of K; then use the algorithm Integer to check
whether # is an integer. Q.E.D.
One of the reasons why the time complexity for problems over a field with
characteristic p is measured in p, instead of log p, is because algorithms with time
complexity polynomial in log p for factoring polynomials are unknown and algo-
rithms for factoring polynomials are essential for the following problem.
Lemma 5.4 (Equation). There is a polynomial time algorithm for solving equations
in one unknown over I.
Proof. Let g(x)=0 be the given equation in one unknown. By the factor
theorem, : # K is a root of g(x)=0 if and only if x&: is a factor of g(x) over K.
Solve g(x)=0 in K by factoring g(x) over K with the algorithms described in
(Chistov, 1986; Grigoriev, 1986; Lenstra, 1987); then the algorithm Integer is applied
to check each root and find all the roots in I. Q.E.D.
One simple application of Logic is the following proposition (Tung, 1995a).
Proposition 5.5. If (x) is a quantifier-free formula, then there is a polynomial
time algorithm to decide whether _x (x) is true in I.
Proof. Let T be the parse tree of (x) and the leaves are in the form f (x)=0.
For every leaf f (x)=0 of T, the algorithm Equation is applied to obtain all the
roots of the equation f (x)=0 in I. Then, f (x)=0 in T is substituted for the set of
roots of the equation. Logic is run on T and A is the output. If A{< then _x (x)
is true in I; otherwise it is false. Q.E.D.
This polynomial time algorithm is called _ Sentence. From the algorithm _
Sentence set A can be obtained, which is the output of Logic, such that : # A if and
only if (:) is true. This fact will be needed later.
6. GENERAL ALGORITHMS
In this section, we introduce four general algorithms. In the next section, we
demonstrate that these algorithms decide the decision problems of equations with
parameters and \_ sentences over various Hilbertian domains. Depending on the
underlying algebraic structures, algorithms for the same decision problem can be
different. Hence, two separate algorithms for each kind of decision problems are
required. The computational complexities of these two separate algorithms are
indeed different, if P{NP.
Equation with Parameters I.
Input: Polynomial f (x , y) over a Hilbertian domain R.
Output: ‘‘Yes’’ if \x _y f (x , y)=0 is true in R; otherwise ‘‘no.’’
Method. 1. Factor f (x , y) over K the fraction field of R. Let S be the set of poly-
nomials F(x ) over K such that y&F(x ) is a factor of f (x , y). If S is empty, then
answer ‘‘no’’; otherwise continue.
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2. Let S=[F1(x ), ..., Fm(x )], where Fi (x )=Gi (x )a i , and Gi (x ) # R[x ], ai # R.
Let a=>mi=1 ai (or a is the least common multiple (LCM) of a1 , ..., am), and find
a finite set A which contains representatives of all residue classes of R modulo the
ideal (a). For every : # An, find an im such that Fi (: ) # R, i.e. Gi (: )#0 (mod ai ).
If for every : # An there is an i such that Fi (: ) # R, then answer ‘‘yes’’; otherwise
answer ‘‘no’’ and stop.
The methods for finding the set A in step 2 of algorithm Equation With
Parameters I for number fields and function fields are essentially the same. Let E
and P be Q and Z for the case of the number field; let F(t) and F[t] be for the
case of the function fields, respectively. Over field K, let discr(g) denote the discrimi-
nant of g(x), where K#E[x]g(x)#E[:]. Let d be an element of P such that
d } f (x , y) is a polynomial with coefficients in P[:]. As is well known (Weinberger
and Rothschild, 1976), if D=c } |discr(g)|, then all monic (with respect to y) factors
of f (x , y) are in (1D) P[:][x , y]. (This is shown for the case of algebraic number
fields (Weinberger and Rothschild, 1976). With the same proof, the same result
holds for function fields.) Let n be the degree of g(x) and let |1 , ..., |n be an
integral basis of I over Z. Representatives of the residue classes of the ideal (D) over
I of the ring of algebraic integers are in the form r1|1+ } } } +rn |n , where r i are
elements of Z and 0ri<D (Mann, 1955). With the same proof over function
fields, the representatives are in the same form; only r i are elements of F[t] and the
degrees of ri are less than the degree of D. Let A be the set of all of those represen-
tations. A is what is required in step 2 of the algorithm. Note that the input length
of every representative is polynomially bounded by the input length of f (x , y).
Equation with Parameters II.
Input: Polynomial f (x , y) over a Hilbertian domain R.
Output: ‘‘Yes’’ if \x _y f (x , y)=0 is true in R, otherwise ‘‘no’’.
Method. Factor f (x , y) over R. If f (x , y) has a factor of the form y&F(x ) with
F(x ) # R[x ], then answer ‘‘yes’’; otherwise ‘‘no.’’
Equations with Parameters I and II correspond to Theorems 3.4 and 4.2, respec-
tively. The difference between these two algorithms lies in the second step of Equation
with Parameters I being omitted. Since F(x ) is in R[x ] this time, F(a ) is in R for
every a # An. Step 2 is no longer necessary. This is also the difference between the
algorithms \_ Sentence I and \_ Sentence II below. This also causes the difference
on the computational complexity of relevant decision problems if P{NP. Equation
with Parameters II is a polynomial time algorithm. In the next section, with Equa-
tion with Parameters I a related decision problem is shown to be co-NP-complete.
\_ Sentence I.
Input: Quantifier-free formula (x, y) over a Hilbertian domain R.
Output: ‘‘Yes’’ if \x _y (x, y) is true in R; otherwise ‘‘no.’’
Method. 1. Let T be the parse tree of (x, y). For every leaf f (x, y)=0 of T,
factor f (x, y) over K, the fraction field of R, into irreducible polynomials.
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2. Let Sf=[b1 , ..., bn] be the set of numbers in R such that x&bi , 1in,
is a factor of f (x, y); i.e. for each bi , f (bi , y)#0. Form a new tree T1 by substitut-
ing the leaf f (x, y)=0 of T with Sf . Then run Logic on T1 and let A1 be the output.
If A1 is finite, then go to step 4.
3. Let cA1=[b1 , ..., bm] be a finite set. Check _y (bi , y) in R for each i,
1im, with the algorithm _ Sentence. If _y (bi , y) is true in R for every bi in
cA, then answer ‘‘yes’’; otherwise answer ‘‘no’’ and stop.
4. Let Vf=[F1(x), ..., Fn(x)] be the set of polynomials over K such that
y&Fi (x), 1in, is a factor of f (x, y); i.e. for each Fi (x), f (x, F i (x))#0. Form
a new tree T2 by substituting the leaf f (x, y)=0 of T with Vf . Then run Logic on
T2 and let A2 be the output. If A2 is empty, then answer ‘‘no’’ and stop; otherwise,
continue.
5. Let A2=[F1 , ..., Fm], where Fi=Gi ai , Gi # R[x] and ai # R. Let a be the
LCM of [a1 , ..., am]. Find a set A3 which contains representatives of all residue
classes of R modulo the ideal (a), and A3 is finite. For each b # A3 , check whether
there is an i, 1im, such that ai } Gi (b)#0 (mod ai), i.e. F i (b) # R. If there is a
b # A3 such that for every i, a i } Fi (b)0 (mod ai), then answer ‘‘no’’ and stop;
otherwise, continue.
6. For each Fi (x), 1im, in A2 solve the equation f (x, Fi (x))=0 in R. Let
Ri, f be the set of the roots of equation f (x, Fi (x))=0 in R. Form a new tree T $i by
substituting each leaf f (x, y)=0 of T with the set Ri, f . For each i, 1im, run
Logic on T $i and let Ci be the output. For each i, cCi is finite.
7. Let D=mi=1 (cCi). Check _y (:, y) in R for each : of D with the algo-
rithm _ Sentence. If _y (:, y) is true for every : in D, then answer ‘‘yes’’; otherwise,
answer ‘‘no’’ and stop.
The algorithms \_ Sentence I and Equation with Parameters I are used to determine
whether an \_ sentence or a diophantine equation with parameters, respectively, is
true in the ring of integers of a global field. The proof of their correctness is quite
involved and given in the following section. Next, another algorithm which is a
modification of \_ Sentence I, appropriate for other integral domains, is given.
\_ Sentence II.
Input and Output are the same as for \_ Sentence I
Method. 1. Let T be the parse tree of (x, y). For every leaf f (x, y)=0 of T,
factor f (x, y) over R into irreducible polynomials.
The second and third steps are the same as in \_ Sentence I.
4. Let Uf=[F1(x), ..., Fn(x)] be the set of polynomials over R such that
y&Fi (x), 1in, is a factor of f (x, y) over R. Form a new tree T2 by substituting
the leaf f (x, y)=0 of T with Uf . Then run Logic on T2 and let A2 be the output.
If A2 is empty, then answer ‘‘no’’ and stop; otherwise continue.
5. Select an arbitrary polynomial F(x) in A2 and solve the equation f (x, F(x))
=0 in R. Let Rf be the set of the roots of equation f (x, F(x))=0 in R. Form a new
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tree T $ by substituting each leaf f (x, y)=0 of T with the set Rf . Run Logic on T $
and let A3 be the output. The set cA3 is finite.
6. Check _y (a, y) for each a in cA3 with the algorithm _ Sentence. If
_y (a, y) is true for every a in cA3 , then answer ‘‘yes’’; otherwise answer ‘‘no’’ and
stop.
7. ALGORITHMS OVER AN INTEGER RING
In this section, the algorithms in the previous sections are applied to show that
the decision problems of the solvability of diophantine equations with parameters
and \_ sentences over a fixed Hilbertian domain are either in P or co-NP-complete.
The description of such an integral domain does not need to be input. Section 2
describes the methods to input the elements involved in the decision problems. A
decision problem called Simultaneous Incongruences is introduced below, which is
needed to verify our NP-completeness results. This problem is a generalization of
the problem under the same title in (Garey and Johnson, 1979) from Z to the ring
I of integers of a global field.
Simultaneous Incongruences.
Instance: Collection [(a1 , b1), ..., (an , bn)] of ordered pairs of elements in I.
Question: Is there an element x of I such that, for 1in, xai (mod bi) in I?
Lemma 7.1. Simultaneous Incongruences is NP-complete.
Proof. Divisibility is in P by Lemma 5.3; this decision problem is easily obtained
to be in NP. The completeness can be proved by following the original proof in
(Stockmeyer and Meyer, 1973). The only difference is in encoding. The case in
which I is the ring of integers of a number field was proved in (Tung, 1991). In this
paper, only the case that I is the ring of integers of a function field K, where K=
F(t)[x] f (x), F is a finite field with pn elements, and t is an indeterminate, is
proved. Let |1 , ..., |m be an integral basis of K. Then, : is in I if and only if :=
mi=1 :i|i , where :i # F[t].
Let A be a Boolean formula in conjunctive normal form with three literals per
conjunct. Let Ck be the set of literals in the k th conjunct, 1kp. Say that A has
n distinct variables so that an assignment to the variables can be represented as a
binary vector of length n. For every integer r1, there exists irreducible polyno-
mials of degree r over F (Lang, 1971). Thus, irreducible polynomials [ p1 , ..., pr , ...] in
F[t] may be listed such that the degree of pr is less than or equal to r and where
[ p1 , ..., pn] are the first n irreducible polynomials of the list. The element d of F[t]
encodes an assignment if d is congruent to |1 or 0 modulo pi for each i, 1in.
The truth value 1 corresponding to |1 is ‘‘true’’ and 0 is ‘‘false.’’ Then, says it that
d satisfies A if and only if the truth values corresponding to the assignment [d mod p1 ,
d mod p2 , ..., d mod pn] satisfies A. The element d of I encodes an assignment if and
only if for every i, 1in,
dc1 |1+c2|2+ } } } +cm|m (mod pi )
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for all cj # F[t] with their degrees less than the degree of pi and where c1 also does
not equal 0 or 1. For each conjunct Ck , a system of three congruence equations is
constructed such that dk does not assign the value 1 to any literal in Ck . For
instance, if Ck=[xr , cxs , xt] for 1r, s, tn and r, s, t distinct, then let
dk#0 (mod pr), dk#|1 (mod ps), dk#0 (mod pt).
This can be done by the Chinese Remainder Theorem over F[t]. Thus, A is satis-
fiable if and only if there exists a d # F[t] which encodes an assignment, and ddk
(mod pr ps pt) for every 1kp. Such transformation is in polynomial time
because the number of elements of F is fixed. The conclusion follows from the well-
known fact that SAT is NP-complete (Cook, 1971). Q.E.D.
Now, we state one of the main results of this paper. This theorem is followed
from Theorem 7.3 below and the negation of an \_ sentence is an _\ sentence.
Theorem 7.2. If I is the ring of integers of a global field, then the decision
problem of _\ sentences over I is NP-complete.
Now, with the results and algorithms given in the previous sections we are ready
to demonstrate that some decision problems are co-NP-complete.
Theorem 7.3. If I is the ring of integers of a global field, then the decision
problems of diophantine equations with parameters and \_ sentences over I are co-N-
P-complete.
Proof. The ring I is a Hilbertian domain (Fried and Jarden, 1986). We apply
the algorithms of Equation with Parameters I and \_ Sentence I to decide the
corresponding problems, respectively. The correctness of the algorithm Equation
with Parameters I is first proved. Let f (x , y)=0 be the given equation. Note that
F(x ) # S if and only if f (x , F(x ))#0. From Theorem 3.3, if f (x , y) does not have
the factor of the form y&F(x ), i.e., S is empty, then \x _y f (x , y)=0 is false. This
is accomplished by step 1 of the algorithm. Let a1 , ..., am , a, Fi (x ), Gi (x ), and A
represent the same elements and sets, respectively, as which in the algorithm Equa-
tion with Parameters I. For every ; in In there is an : in A such that : #; (mod a).
Thus, Gi (: )#Gi (; ) (mod a) and Gi (: )#Gi (; ) (mod ai) Hence for every : # An
there is an im such that Gi (: )#0 (mod ai) if and only if for every ; in I n there
is an im such that Gi (; )#0 (mod ai). This then implies that for every ; in I n
there exists a #, #=Fi (; ) # I, such that f (; , #)=0. Hence, \x _y f (x , y)=0 is true
in I. If there exists an : # An such that G i (: )0 (mod ai) for every im, then
\x _y f (x , y)=0 is false in I by Theorem 3.4. This completes the proof of the
correctness of the algorithm.
Now, we prove the correctness of the algorithm \_ Sentence I. Every logical
formula can be transformed to one in disjunctive normal form (Enderton, 1972).
With Proposition 5.1, the correctness of the algorithm will not be affected by this
transformation. Let (x, y) be the given quantifier-free formula, and ,(x, y) be
its logically equivalent formula in disjunctive normal form. The correctness of the
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algorithm \_ Sentence I on ,(x, y) can be proved by allowing ,(x, y)=sl=1 ,l (x, y),
where
,l (x, y)= 
ml
j=1
f l, j (x, y)=0 7 
nl
k=1
gl, k(x, y){0,
fl, j (x, y) and gl, j (x, y) are polynomials over I. There are four cases which are
needed to be considered separately. The proofs of their correctness are given in the
following four lemmas.
Lemma 7.4. Suppose that A1 is finite, then sentence \x _y ,(x, y) is true in I if
and only if _y ,(a, y) is true in I for every a in cA1 .
Proof. Only the nontrivial part is proved. That is, if _y ,(a, y) is true in I for
every a in cA1 , then \x _y ,(x, y) is true in I. It suffices to show that if b is in A1 ,
then _y ,(b, y) is true in I. From the properties of Logic, b # A1 if and only if

ml
j=1
f l, j (b, y)#0 7 
nl
k=1
gl, k(b, y)0
for some l. The number of the roots of each equation gl, k(b, y)=0 is less than the degree
of gl, k(b, y)=0. Since I is infinite, there exists an : # I such that nlk=1 gl, k(b, :){0.
Thus, _y ,l (b, y) is true in I, and _y ,(b, y) is true in I. Q.E.D.
Lemma 7.5. If A1 is finite and A2 is empty, then \x _y ,(x, y) is false in I.
Proof. Let Al, j (A$l, k) be the set substituting fl, j (x, y)=0 (gl, k(x, y)=0) for
,(x, y) in step 2, forming tree T1 . Then
A1= .
s
l=1 \ ,
ml
j=1
Al, j & ,
nl
k=1
cA$l, k+ .
If A1 is finite, then ( mlj=1 Al, j & 
nl
k=1 cA$l, k) is finite for every l. Every set in the
algorithm is either finite or cofinite. Thus, for every l, either Al, j is finite, hence
fl, j (x, y)0 for some j, or cAl, k is finite, i.e. A$l, k=V; hence gl, k(x, y)#0 for
some k. Note that if gl, k(x, y)#0, then ,l (x, y) is false for any x, y in I. The
formula ,l (x, y) may then be omitted from ,(x, y). Thus, without loss of generality,
it may be assumed that for every l, fl, j (x, y)0 for some j and gl, k(x, y)0 for
every k. From the proof of Proposition 5.5, F(x) # A2 if and only if , (F(x)) is true.
Then, with Theorem 3.4 it is ascertained that if A2 is empty, i.e., _y , ( y) is false,
then \x _y ,(x, y) is false. Q.E.D.
Lemma 7.6. If there is a b # A3 such that for every i, a i } F i (b)0 (mod ai), then
\x _y ,(x, y) is false.
Proof. It is known that F(x) # A2 if and only if , (F(x)) is true. This lemma
follows from Theorem 3.4 too. Q.E.D.
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Lemma 7.7. (a) For each Fi (x) # A2 , the corresponding cCi is finite.
(b) The sentence \x _y ,(x, y) is true in I if and only if _y ,(:, y) is true in
I for every : in D.
Proof. (a) Let Cl, j and C$l, k be the sets substituting the f l, j (x, y)=0 and
gl, k(x, y)=0, for ,(x, y) in step 6, respectively. From Proposition 5.1
Ci= .
s
l=1 \ ,
ml
j=1
Cl, j & ,
nl
k=1
cC$l, k+
is obtained. Every set in the algorithm is either finite or cofinite. If cCi is not finite,
then Ci is finite. Thus, mlj=1 Cl, j & 
nl
k=1 cC$l, k is finite for every l. However, from
the properties of Logic, it is known that there exists an l, 1ls,

ml
j=1
fl, j (x, F i (x))#0 7 
nl
k=1
gl, k(x, Fi (x))0,
because F i (x) is in A2 . This implies that Cl, j=V for every j, 1 jm l , and C$l, k
is finite for every k, 1knl . Then mlj=1 Cl, j & 
nl
k=1 cC$l, k cannot be finite. This
contradiction implies that cCi is finite.
(b) For every ; in I, ;#b (mod a) for an element b in A3 . Since a is the
LCM of ai for 1im, ai } F i (b)#ai } Fi (;) (mod a) implies that ai } F i (;)#
ai } Fi (b) (mod ai). If for every b in A3 there exists an i such that a i } Fi (b)#0
(mod ai), then for every ; in I there exists an i such that ai } F i (;)#0 (mod ai). For
every # in I, there is an i such that Fi (#) is an element of I. From this fact, we claim
that if : # I is not in D, then _y ,(:, y) is true in I. For each i, let Ci, l, j and C$i, l, k
be the sets substituting fl, j (x, y)=0 and gl, k(x, y)=0 in step 6 when forming the
tree T $i . Then, by DeMorgan’s law,
cD= ,
m
i=1
C i= ,
m
i=1 \.
s
l=1 \ ,
ml
j=1
Ci, l, j & ,
nl
k=1
cC$i, l, k++ .
Now, let : be an element in R but not in D, then : is in Ci for every i. Then, for
every i,

s
l=1 \ 
ml
j=1
f l, j (:, F i (:))=0 7 
nl
k=1
gi, k(:, F i (:)){0+
is true. There is an i, 1im, such that Fi (:) is in I. Thus,
_y 
s
l=1 \ 
ml
j=1
f l, j (:, y)=0 7 
nl
k=1
g i, k(:, y){0+ ;
hence _y ,(:, y) is true in I. This proves our claim. Therefore, if _y ,(:, y) is true
in I for every : in D, then \x _y ,(x, y) is true in I. The proof of the other direction
is trivial. Q.E.D.
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The computational complexities of these two decision problems are further
demonstrated. Step 2 of Equation with Parameters I and step 5 of \_ Sentence I are
in NP, if the answers are ‘‘no.’’ These follow from the facts that the input length of
the elements in the sets A or A3 , respectively, are polynomially bounded by the
original input. There are polynomial time algorithms for factoring polynomials over
K, the fraction field of I (Chistov, 1986; Grigoriev, 1986). The algorithm Logic and,
hence, the algorithm _ Sentence, are in polynomial time. Thus, all other steps can
be executed in polynomial time. Therefore, these two decision problems are in co-NP.
The NP-completeness follows from the fact that Simultaneous Incongruences is
NP-complete. Let [(a1 , b1), ..., (an , bn)]be the instance of Simultaneous
Incongruences. Let f (x, y) be the polynomial >ni=1 (x&biy&ai). As easily observed,
the answer to Simultaneous Incongruences is negative if and only if \x _y f (x, y)=0
is true in I. This is a special case of the decision problems of diophantine equations
with parameters and \_ sentences, respectively. Therefore, these two decision
problems are co-NP-complete. This finishes our long proof of Theorem 7.2.
Q.E.D.
Remark 1. Analyze the proofs above more carefully, we will find out that the
fact that I is a Hilbertian domain is needed only in the proof of Lemma 7.5. I is
sufficiently large for the given formula suffices to prove Lemma 7.4. Lemma 7.7 is
true for any integral domain. These observation will be useful in the proofs in
Section 9.
Remark 2. If the generalized Riemann hypothesis is true, then there is a poly-
nomial time algorithm to decide the decision problem for diophantine equations
with parameters over Z with the degree of the variables in the equations bounded
(Tung, 1995b). This result follows from an estimate of the bounds of corresponding
Skolem functions, which is based on an effective version of Hilbert’s irreducibility
theorem of Cohen (1981). Cohen’s result is proved for algebraic number fields. With
the similar techniques developed in this paper, the above result over Z can be
extended to an arbitrary algebraic integer ring.
The co-NP-completeness of the two decision problems in the Theorem 7.3 can be
said to be exceptional for global fields. Fields with the product formula are closely
related to global fields by Artin and Whaples (1945); meanwhile, fields with the
product formula are Hilbertian fields (Weissauer, 1982). For various rings of
integers of the fields with the product formula, the decision problems of equations
with parameters and \_ sentences are in P. The following will illustrate this fact.
Theorem 7.8. If K is an infinite integral domain, then the time complexities of the
decision problems of equations with parameters and \_ sentences over the polynomial
ring K[t] are polynomial time reducible to factoring polynomials over K. In particular,
if factoring polynomials over K can be done in polynomial time, then the decision
problems of equations with parameters and \_ sentences over the polynomial ring
K[t] are in P.
Proof. The polynomial ring K[t] is a Hilbertian domain (Fried and Jarden,
1986). From Theorem 4.2, it can be ascertained that for every quantifier-free
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formula (x , y) over K[t], if \x _y (x , y) is true in K[t] then _y  ( y) is true in
K[t][x ]. Let f (x ) be the element such that  ( f (x )) is true in K[t][x ]. For every
a # (K[t])n, f (a ) # K[t], therefore, step 2 of the Equation with Parameters I and
step 5 of the \_ Sentence I are no longer necessary. Instead, apply the algorithms
Equation with Parameters II and \_ Sentence II. (Note that, the decision problem
of Equation with Parameters II is with multivariate x . However, the algorithm \_
Sentence II is only applicable to the problems with univariate x.) With arguments
similar to those in Theorem 7.3, the correctness of these two algorithms can be
proved. Factoring polynomials over K[t] is polynomial time reducible to factoring
polynomials over K (Chistov, 1986; Grigoriev, 1986), the time complexity of these
two algorithms is polynomial time reducible to factoring polynomials over K.
Q.E.D.
Corollary 7.9. If K is an integral domain, then the time complexities of the
decision problems of equations with parameters and \_ sentences over K[t1 , ..., tn],
n>1, are polynomial time reducible to factoring polynomials over K.
Proof. K[t1 , ..., tn] is a Hilbertian domain (Fried and Jarden, 1986), Theorem
4.2 can be applied by taking R=K[t1 , ..., tn&1] and K[t1 , ..., tn]#R[t]. Conse-
quently, the results are obtained by applying the same algorithms used in the
previous theorem. Q.E.D.
8. ALGORITHMS OVER A CLASS OF RINGS
Let f (x) be an irreducible polynomial over Q, it may be asked whether the equa-
tion f (x)=0 is solvable by radicals or not. From Galois theory, if f (x)=0 has one
radical root, then all of its roots can be written in radicals. Thus, f (x)=0 is not
solvable by radicals if and only if \xf (x){0 is true in every radical extension field
of Q. Now, determining whether an arbitrarily given arithmetical sentence is true in
every integral domain of a certain class is the problem to be solved in this section.
The algorithm Common Factor given below is a modification of the algorithm
\_ Sentence II. The properties of its output C1 , C2 , and C3 are described in
Proposition 8.1.
Common Factor (over K).
Input: An quantifier free formula (x, y) over K.
Output: Three sets C1 , C2 , and C3 .
Method. Let T be the parse tree of (x, y).
1. For every f (x, y)=ni=0 fi (x) y
i=0 in T, use Euclidean algorithm (Aho
et al., 1974) to find G(x), the GCD of f0(x), ..., fn(x), then factor G(x) over K. Form
a new tree T1 by substituting each f (x, y)=0 in T with the set of all factors of G(x).
Then, run Logic on T1 , where C1 is the output. Let C1 be the output and continue.
2. For every f (x, y)=0 in T, take f (x, y)= f ( y) to be a polynomial in y over
K[x]; then solve f ( y)=0 in K[x] by factoring f ( y) over K[x]. Form a new tree
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T2 by substituting each f (x, y)=0 in T with the set of the roots of f ( y)=0 in
K[x]. Then, run Logic on T2 , where C2 is the output. Let C2 be the output and
continue.
3. If C2 is empty, then let C3=< be the output and stop. If C2 is not empty,
then select an arbitrary element F(x) of C2 . For every f (x, y)=0 in T, let
g(x)= f (x, F(x)). Factor g(x) over K and form a new tree T3 by substituting each
f (x, y)=0 in T with the set of factors of g(x). Then, run Logic on T3 , where C3
is the output. Let C3 be the output and stop.
It is easy to see that the time complexity of Common Factor is polynomial time
reducible to factoring polynomials over K. Also, Common Factor and \_ Sentence
II are closely related. All the relationships needed in the subsequent sections are
summarized in the next proposition. In fact, C2 will not be needed when Common
Factor is applied. However, by outputting C2 , it will be easier to prove the correct-
ness of the algorithm.
Proposition 8.1. Let (x, y) be an quantifier-free formula over an integral
domain K, and let R be an extension ring of K. Let A1 , A2 , and A3 be the sets appearing
in the algorithm \_ Sentence II over R on (x, y), and C1 , C2 , and C3 be the output
of Common Factor over K on (x, y), then
(a) cA1 is finite if and only if cC1 is finite. In this case, the element : # R
is in cA1 if and only if there is an f (x) in cC1 such that f (:)=0.
(b) C2 A2 .
(c) If C2 {< and the chosen elements in step 5 of \_ Sentence II and step 3
of Common Factor are the same, then ; # F is in cA3 if and only if there is a g(x)
in cC3 such that g(;)=0.
Proof. From Proposition 5.1, it may be assumed that (x, y) is in conjunctive
normal form, where (x, y)=si=1  i (x, y) and
i (x, y)= 
mi
j=1
f i, j (x, y)=0 6 
ni
k=1
gi, k(x, y){0.
Let Ai, j and A$i, k be the sets substituting f i, j (x, y)=0 and gi, k(x, y)=0 in step 2
of \_ Sentence II over R, respectively. Let Ci, j and C$i, k be the sets substituting
fi, j (x, y)=0 and gi, k(x, y)=0 in the step 1 of Common Factor over K, respec-
tively. By DeMorgan’s law,
cA1= .
s
i=1 \ ,
mi
j=1
cAi, j & ,
ni
k=1
A$i, k+ , cC1= .
s
i=1 \ ,
mi
j=1
cCi, j & ,
ni
k=1
C$i, k+ .
If cA is finite, then mij=1 cAi, j & 
ni
k=1 A$i, k is finite for every i. All the sets in the
algorithms are either finite or cofinite. Therefore, either cAi, j is finite for some j
or A$k, j is finite for some k. If cA i, j is finite, then fi, j (x, y)#0; hence Ci, j=V (the
universal set). If A$i, k is finite, then gi, k(x, y)0; hence C$i, k is finite. In both cases,
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mij=1 cC i, j & 
ni
k=1 C$i, k is finite. Thus, cC1 is finite. With the same argument, if
cC1 is finite, then cA1 is finite.
If fi, j (x, y)#0 for some j, then i (x, y) is true for every x, y in any integral
domain. Thus, i (x, y) may be omitted from (x, y) without affecting the truth of
(x, y). Hence, if cA1 is finite, it may be assumed that for every i, f i, j (x, y)0 for
every j, and gi, k(x, y)0 for some k. If : # cA1 , then : # mij=1 cAi, j & 
ni
k=1 A$i, k
for an is; hence gi, k(:, y)#0 for every kni . This implies that : is algebraic over
F, which is the fraction field of K. Let m(x) be the minimal polynomial of : over
F and m(x) is a polynomial with coefficients in K. Clearly, m(x) is a factor of
gi, k(x, y) for every k, 1kni . However, m(x) is not a factor of f i, j (x, y) for every
j, 1 jmi . This implies that m(x) # (mij=1 cC i, j & 
ni
k=1 C$i, k), or m(x) # cC1 .
Hence, if : # cA1 , then there is an f (x) # cC1 such that f (:)=0. By reversing the
above arguments, it can be ascertained that if : # R and there is an f (x) in cC1
such that f (:)=0, then : is in cA1 . This completes the proof of (a).
(b) This easily follows from the fact that K[x]R[x].
(c) Note that cA3 is finite by Lemma 7.7. Hence, cC3 is finite. The proofs
of this fact and the rest of (c) is similar to the proof of (a). Q.E.D.
From now on, whenever both \_ Sentence II and Common Factor are applied
as subroutines in a certain algorithm, sets A3 and C3 satisfy condition (c) of
Proposition 8.1. We say that A3 lies above C3 if A3 and C3 satisfy such a condition.
Next, some definitions are given. Let ‘m be a primitive m th root of unity. The
field Q(‘m) is called the cyclotomic field of order m. Let Z[‘m] be the ring
generated by ‘m over Z. Then, Z[‘m] is the ring of integers of the field Q(‘m)
(Mann, 1955). We call Z[‘m] the cyclotomic integer ring of order m. From Proposi-
tion 4.4 of (Tung, 1991a), we obtain the following.
Proposition 8.2. Let (x , y) be a quantifier-free formula over Z. If \x _y (x , y)
is true in Z[‘m] for every m, then _y  ( y) is true in Z[x ].
Another algorithm involving \_ sentences is the \_ Sentence III below.
\_ Sentence III
Input: Quantifier free formula (x, y) over Z.
Output: ‘‘Yes’’ if \x _y (x, y) is true in every algebraic integer ring; otherwise,
‘‘no.’’
Method. 1. Apply the algorithm Common Factor over Z with input (x, y)
and obtain output C1 , C2 , and C3 . If cC1 is finite, then let B=cC1 and go to
step 2. If cC1 is infinite but cC3 is finite, then let B=cC3 and go to step 2. If
neither of these two sets is finite, then answer ‘‘no’’ and stop.
2. Check the leading coefficient of each polynomial in B, and let B1 be the
subset of B such that B1 contains exactly all monic polynomials, i.e., polynomials
with the leading coefficient equals one, of B. If B1 is empty, then answer ‘‘yes’’ and
stop; otherwise, continue.
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3. Let x&al , 1lr, be the polynomials in B1 with degree one. Apply the
algorithm _ Sentence to check the sentence _y (al , y) in Z for every al . Then,
check the sentence _y (x, y) in the ring of integers of the field Q[x]g(x) for every
g(x) in B1 with a degree greater than one. Here, x is viewed as an element of
Q[x]g(x). If all of the sentences are true, then answer ‘‘yes’’; otherwise, answer
‘‘no’’ and stop.
With the algorithm \_ Sentence III, the following result is obtained.
Theorem 8.3. Let (x, y) be a quantifier free formula over Z. There is a polyno-
mial time algorithm to decide whether \x _y (x, y) is true in every algebraic integer
ring.
Proof. We first prove the correctness of the algorithm \_ Sentence III. Require
that \x _y (x, y) be true in every algebraic integer ring. From Proposition 8.2,
_y  ( y) is true in Z[x ]. Similar to the result of Theorem 4.2, \_ Sentence II is
applied to determine the truth of \x _y (x, y) over Z. If this sentence is true, then
one of the sets cA1 or cA3 in the algorithm \_ Sentence II must be finite. This
can be easily seen when we check the algorithm. Then, from Proposition 8.1, we
obtain that either cC1 or cC3 is finite. This proves the first case.
Only the case that cC1 is finite is proved, because the proof for the case that
cC3 is finite is exactly the same. If : is an algebraic integer in an algebraic number
field, then : must be a root of an equation with coefficients in Z, where the leading
coefficient is equal to one (Mann, 1955). The fact that B1 is empty implies that A1
is empty when running algorithm \_ Sentence II on any algebraic integer ring.
Then, \x _y (x, y) is true in every algebraic integer ring. This proves the second
case.
Now, we prove that \x _y (x, y) is true in every algebraic integer ring if and
only if _y (al , y) is true in Z for all l, 1lr, and _y (x, y) is true in Q[x]g(x)
for every g(x) in B1 with a degree greater than one. The proof of the other direction
is trivial. Now, suppose that there is an algebraic integer ring I such that
\x _y (x, y) is false in I. Then, there exists a ; such that _y (;, y) is false in I.
This implies that ; must be an element of cA1 when \_ Sentence II is run on I.
Then, ; must be a root of the equation f (x)=0 for an f (x) of B1 by Proposi-
tion 8.1. Clearly, Q(;)$Q[x] f (x). Let A be the ring of integers of the field Q(;).
Every element of A is an algebraic integer and can be represented by the form
 ai ;i, where all ai are elements of Q. The algebraic integer ring I contains ;; A is
a subring of I. The sentence _y (;, y) is true in A since _y (x, y) is true in the
ring of integers of Q[x] f (x) and Q(;)$Q[x] f (x). The sentence _y (;, y) is
true in I since A is a subring of I. This is a contradiction and completes the proof
of the correctness of the algorithm.
The time complexity of the algorithm Common Factor over Z is in P since there
is a polynomial time algorithm for factoring polynomials over Z (Lenstra, 1984;
Lenstra et al., 1982). It is easy to see that step 1 of \_ Sentence III can be done in
polynomial time. The same is true for step 2. Factoring polynomials over an
algebraic number field Q[x] f (x) can be done in polynomial time, even with
respect to the input of f (x) (Chistov, 1986; Grigoriev, 1986; see also Lenstra, 1987).
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The number of the elements of B1 is polynomially bounded by the input length of
(x, y). Thus, step 3 can be done in polynomial time, too. This completes the proof
of the theorem. Q.E.D.
An extension field F of Q is a cyclic (Abelian) extension field if F is algebraic and
Galois over Q and the Galois group over Q is a cyclic (Abelian) group. An exten-
sion field F of Q is a radical extension field if F=Q(:1 , ..., :n), some power of :1 lies
in Q and for each i>1, some power of :i lies in Q(:1 , ..., :i&1). If K is a cyclic,
Abelian, or radical extension field, then we call I, the ring of integers of K, a cyclic,
Abelian, or radical integer ring, respectively. Given a polynomial f (x) over Q, we
can check in polynomial time whether the splitting field of f (x) over Q is a cyclic
(or Abelian) extension field or not, because these are normal extensions (Landau,
1985). We can also check whether the splitting field of f (x) is a radical extension
field or not (Landau and Miller, 1985). Those results are next extended to a much
more general form.
Theorem 8.4. Let (x , y) be a quantifier free formula over Z. There is a polyno-
mial time algorithm to decide whether \x _y (x, y) is true in every cyclic (abelian
or radical ) integer ring.
Proof. Slightly modifying the algorithm \_ Sentence III will suffice to determine
this decision problem. Only in step 2 is it now required that the polynomials in B1
are not only monic, but also that their splitting fields be cyclic (Abelian or radical)
extension fields. With similar arguments and the facts that these extension fields
form a distinguished class of extensions (Lang, 1971), the correctness of these algo-
rithms can be proved. Reference (Tung, 1991a) provides more detailed proof. With
the results of (Landau, 1985) and (Landau and Miller, 1985), it can be ascertained
that those algorithms are still in polynomial time. Q.E.D.
9. ALGORITHMS OVER INTEGRAL DOMAINS
The arithmetical theory of Z is hereditarily undecidable. Hence, the arithmetical
theories of integral domains and integral domains with characteristic 0 are undecidable.
In (Tung, 1990) the sets of \_ sentences true in every integral domain or in every
integral domain with characteristic 0 are shown to be decidable. There, the fact that
the arithmetical theory of finite fields is decidable is used. So far, the computational
complexity of this theory is not known. Only that this theory is primitively recur-
sive (Fried and Sacerdote, 1976) has been established. In this section, Hensel’s
lemma is employed to show that the computational complexity of the \_ sentences
over integral domains is polynomial time reducible to the factoring integer over Z
and factoring polynomials over finite fields.
Let : be an algebraic number over Q, and g(t) be its minimal polynomial with
its coefficients in Z. Then, Q(:)$Q[t]g(t) and the ring Z[:]$Z[t]g(t). In
general, Z[:] is not the ring of integers of Q(:) even if : is an algebraic integer.
Of course, Z[:] is an integral domain. In this domain, we still have the basic
algorithms Equation, Logic, and _ Sentence (Tung, 1990). Now, the next theorem
can be proved.
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Theorem 9.1. The decision problem of \_ sentences over all integral domains with
characteristic 0 is in P.
Proof. Apply the algorithm \_ Sentence III and omit step 2 to decide this
decision problem. Every integral domain D with characteristic 0 contains an iso-
morphic image of Z. With the same proof as Theorem 8.3, this theorem is shown.
Q.E.D.
Next, algorithms for sentences involving finite integral domains, hence finite
fields, will be established. One problem is that no finite field is a Hilbertian field.
Lemma 7.5 is no longer valid; therefore, the algorithms \_ Sentence I and \_
Sentence II cannot decide the \_ sentences over a finite field. However, Lemma 7.4
and Lemma 7.7 can still be applied if the finite field is sufficiently large. The defini-
tion of sufficient largeness can be found in Section 4. An integral domain is sufficiently
large for ,(x, y) if the number of elements is greater than |,|, the size of ,(x, y).
Note that |,| is polynomially bounded by the input length of ,(x, y). To see
whether \x _y ,(x, y) is true in a finite field F, simply check all the elements in F,
i.e., for every element : in F try every element ; in F to see whether ,(:, ;) is true
or not. This is still in polynomial time with respect to the input length of ,(x, y)
if F is not sufficiently large. The number of fields which are not sufficiently large is
less than |,| because any two finite fields with the same number of elements are
isomorphic (Lang, 1971). Therefore, given an \_ sentence \x _y (x, y) in polyno-
mial time, whether or not \x _y (x, y) is true in every field which is not sufficiently
large can be determined.
Theorem 9.2. Let p be a prime number, the time complexity of the decision
problem of \_ sentences over all integral domains with characteristic p is polynomial
time reducible to factoring polynomials over Zp .
Proof. Let \x _y (x, y) be the given \_ sentence. First check whether
\x _y (x, y) is true in the Hilbertian domain Zp[t1 , t2] (Fried and Jarden, 1986)
or not. By Corollary 7.9, the time complexity of this step is polynomial time
reducible to factoring polynomials over Zp . Suppose that \x _y (x, y) is true in
Zp[t1 , t2], otherwise, we simply answer ‘‘no’’ and stop. Then, apply the algorithm
Common Factor with input (x, y) over Zp and obtain output C1 , C2 , and C3 .
Then, either cC1 or cC3 is finite. Assume that cC1 is finite. Check whether or
not the sentence \x _y (x, y) is true in the field Zp[x]H(x) for every H(x) in
cC1 and for every field with characteristic p which is not sufficiently large. It is
claimed that if \x _y (x, y) is true in all of these fields, then \x _y (x, y) is true
in every integral domain with characteristic p. Suppose, on the contrary, that there
is an integral domain F with characteristic p such that \x _y (x, y) is false in F.
Let A1 , A2 , and A3 be the sets in the algorithm \_ Sentence II over F with input
(x, y). From Proposition 8.1, cA1 is a finite set, because F must be an extension
ring of Zp . Let : be the element in F such that _y (:, y) is false in F. Since F is
sufficiently large, by Lemma 7.4, : is in cA1 . It can be ascertained that H(:)=0
for an H(x) in cC1 by Proposition 8.1. Since Zp[x]H(x)$Zp[:]F, _y (:, y)
is false in Zp[:], then \x _y (x, y) is false in Zp[x]H(x). The claim is proved.
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Now, it is necessary to check the truth of the sentence \x _y (x, y) in the field
Zp[x]H(x) for every H(x) in cC1 . Note that Lemma 7.5 is no longer valid. Apply
the algorithm Common Factor with the input (x, y) over Zp[x]H(x), and let B1 ,
B2 , and B3 be the output. Since cC1 is finite, B1 is finite. Let
A$=[: | : # Zp[x]H(x) and h(:)=0 for some h(x) # B1].
It may be assumed that Zp[x]H(x) is sufficiently large. Then, by Lemma 7.4 and
Proposition 8.1, \x _y (x, y) is true in Zp[x]H(x) if and only if _y (:, y) is true
in Zp[x]H(x) for every : in A$. The set A$ can be obtained by factoring the poly-
nomials in B1 over Zp[x]H(x). Also, the time complexity of the decision problem
of _ sentences over Zp[x]H(x) is polynomial time reducible to factoring polyno-
mials over Zp[x]H(x) through the algorithm Logic. Since factoring polynomials
over Zp[x]H(x) is polynomial time reducible to factoring polynomials over Zp
(Chistov, 1986; Grigoriev, 1986), the time complexity of the entire algorithm is
polynomial time reducible to factoring polynomials over Zp . This proves the case
that cC1 is finite. If cC1 is infinite, then C3 is finite. With similar arguments it can
be proved that, in this case, the time complexity is the same. This completes the
proof. Q.E.D.
If the characteristic p is fixed, then it can be claimed that the decision problem
of \_ sentences over integral domains with characteristic p is in P. This follows
from the fact that there are polynomial time algorithms for factoring polynomials
over Zp with respect to the input length of the polynomials (Chistov, 1986; Grigoriev,
1986; see also Lenstra, 1985). This is further discussed in the final remarks of this
paper.
The next theorem presents an algorithm which determines whether a given \_
sentence is true in every integral domain. Determining whether a given \_ sentence
is true in every integral domain with characteristic 0 is relatively easy since
Theorem 9.1 indicates that this can be done in polynomial time. If an arithmetical
sentence is true in every integral domain with characteristic 0, then there are only
finitely many primes p’s such that this sentence may fail in a integral domain with
characteristic p by the Compactness Theorem in logic. After these exceptional
primes are determined, Theorem 9.2 can be applied to check whether the given
sentence is also true in every integral domain with such characteristics. In this
manner, it can be determined whether the given sentence is true in every integral
domain. However, Compactness Theorem does not provide any clues for how to
find these exceptional primes. There is a primitively recursive algorithm to find
these primes (Fried and Sacerdote, 1976); however, it is too complicated to analyze
its complexity. In (Fried and Sacerdote, 1976), as an example, a method to find the
exceptional primes for the sentences of the form \x _y f (x, y)=0 is illustrated. The
algorithm presented herein is comparatively much easier. Through p-adic numbers
and Hensel’s lemma the problem of finding these exceptional primes is polynomial
time reduced to factoring integers over Z. Showing this is the main task of the final
result.
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Theorem 9.3. The time complexity of the decision problem of \_ sentences over
all integral domains is polynomial time reducible to factoring integers over Z and
factoring polynomials over finite fields.
Proof. Let \x _y (x, y) be a given \_ sentence. First check whether \x _y (x, y)
is true in every integral domain with characteristic 0. From Theorem 9.1, this can
be done in polynomial time. Assume that \x _y (x, y) is true in every integral
domain with characteristic 0. Otherwise, simply answer ‘‘no’’ and stop. Now, we
want to find the set of prime numbers such that if \x _y (x, y) is false in an
integral domain, then the characteristic of this integral domain is in this set, i.e., the
set of exceptional primes. Apply the algorithm Common Factor over Z with input
(x, y), and let C1 , C2 , and C3 be the output. Since \x _y (x, y) is true in Z,
either cC1 or cC3 is finite. The proofs for these two cases are almost the same.
The more complicated case that cC3 is finite is demonstrated in the following.
Let cC3=[hi (x) # Z[x] | 1il]. Let a1 be the LCM (least common multiple)
of the contents of hi (x), i.e. the GCD of the coefficients of hi (x), for 1il. Now,
a notation is introduced. Let K be a finite field with characteristic p>0. For every
polynomial f with coefficients in Z, write f to represent f modulo p. Assume that p
is not a factor of a1 , then h i (x)0 for 1il. From part (c) of Proposition 8.1,
for every : in K and every i, if h i (:){0, then : is in A3 . Consequently, : is not an
element in the set mi=1 (cCi)=D and _y (:, y) is true in K by Lemma 7.7.
Now, let : be an element of K such that h i (:)=0 for an il. For the remainder
of this proof this i will be fixed and hi (x) will be written as H(x). Let F be an
unramified complete p-adic number field and OF the p-adic integer ring of F such
that the residue class field OF p is isomorphic to K. The existence of such F is
guaranteed by (McCarthy, 1966, p. 110). Let a2 be the numerator of the discrimi-
nant of H(x) in Q. Assume that p is not a factor of a2 , then H (x)=0 has no multiple
roots in K (McCarthy, 1966, p. 26). By Hensel’s Lemma (McCarthy, 1966), H(x)=0
has a root # in OF such that #^=:. Since OF is an integral domain with characteristic
0, \x _y (x, y) is true in OF . Thus, _y (#, y) is true in OF .
Let a3 be the LCM of the numerators of the norms (over Q) of all nonzero
g($, =) for all the g(x, y) appearing in (x, y), where H($)=0 and f ($, =)=0 for an
f (x, y)=0 in (x, y). Now, we claim that if p is not a factor of a3 , then _y (#, y)
is true in K. Without loss of generality, (x, y) is assumed to be in disjunctive
normal form; hence,
(x, y)=
i _ 
mi
j=1
fi, j (x, y)=0 7 
ni
k=1
gi, k(x, y){0& .
Then there is a ; in OF and an i such that

mi
j=1
f i, j (#, ;)=_0 7 
ni
k=1
gi, k(#, ;){0&
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is true in OF . Clearly, mij=1 f i, j (#^, ; )=0 is true in OF p. Now, if p is not a factor
of a3 , then g^ i, k(#^, ; ){0 for every k, because the norm of g^i, k(#^, ; ) over Zp is not
equal to zero. Therefore,

mi
j
f i, j (#^, ; )=0 7 
ni
k=1
g^i, k(#^, ; ){0.
This implies that _y (:, y) is true in K.
Let aH be the LCM of ai , 1i3. Thus, if p is not a factor of aH , then
_y (:, y) is true in K for all : that H(:)=0. For each hi (x) in cC3 , let ahi be the
number corresponding to h i (x) as the number aH corresponding to the H(x) above.
Let A be the LCM of ahi for 1il. We obtain that if p is not a factor of A then
\x _y (x, y) is true in every finite field (every finite integral domain is a field) with
characteristic p. Thus, the set of exceptional primes is contained in the set of prime
factors of A. This completes the proof for the case that cC3 is finite. For the case
that cC1 is finite, the same procedure can be employed. Only in this case is it
required that the given sentence is also true for every field which is not sufficiently
large to apply Lemma 7.4.
Let (x, y)=i [ mij=1 f i, j (x, y)=0 7 
ni
k=1 (x, y){0] and let c be the LCM
of the contents of hi (x), i.e. the GCD of the coefficients of hi (x), 1il. In (Tung,
1990) we prove that an \_ sentence  is true in every integral domain if and only
if  is true in (1) every integral domain with characteristic 0, (2) every finite field,
and (3) every polynomial ring Zp[t] for every prime factor p of c. Notice that c is
the number a1 in this proof. Therefore, we obtain that an \_ sentence  is true in
every integral domain if and only if  is true in (1) every integral domain with
characteristic 0, (2) every integral domain (field) which is not sufficiently large, and
(3) every integral domain with characteristic p which is a factor of A. The truth of
 over the integral domains with characteristic 0 can be determined in polynomial
time by Theorem 9.1. By the remark before Theorem 9.2, given an \_ sentence
\x _y (x, y) it can be decided in polynomial time whether or not \x _y (x, y)
is true in every field which is not sufficiently large. To decide the validity of
\x _y (x, y) for the integral domains in the third class, we first compute the
number A and factor A in Z to find all of its prime factors. Then, we apply the
algorithm in Theorem 9.2 for all of the exceptional primes. The number A can be
computed in polynomial time because primitive elements, minimal polynomials,
norms, and discriminants can be computed in polynomial time (Landau, 1985).
Thus, the time complexity of this decision problem is polynomial time reducible to
factoring integers over Z and factoring polynomials over finite fields. Q.E.D.
Final Remarks. The number A in the proof of Theorem 9.3 is obtained from the
coefficients of the polynomials having occurred in the formula (x, y); hence, its
input length is log A. Thus, the input length of its factor p should also be expressed
in terms of log p. Therefore, the time complexity of factoring polynomials over Zp
in our algorithm should also be estimated in terms of log p. Various papers have
claimed that there are polynomial time algorithms for factoring polynomials over
finite fields. Given a finite field F with characteristic p, all of these algorithms are
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with time complexity which are polynomials in terms of p, not log p (Chistov, 1986;
Grigoriev, 1986; Lenstra, 1985). Whether there is a polynomial time algorithm
which is in terms of log p is still being investigated (Huang, 1984). In practice, the
randomized algorithm given in (Berlekamp, 1970) for univariate case is quite
satisfactory. We then may extend to multivariate cases by combining the algorithm
of Kaltofen (1985c). Factoring integers into prime factors is yet another ongoing
problem. So far, there is no polynomial time algorithm for factoring integers. From
above results, we can only claim that the decision problem of \_ sentences over
integral domains is in EXPTIME.
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